Benefits of the AgXcel GX20 Dry Treater
1. GX20 uses dual 5.3 GPM pumps –
a. this allows the GX20 to compensate for
i. higher application rates
ii. higher viscosity liquids
iii. preventative maintenance in case a pump goes down
iv. dry plants that can run up to 5 ton per minute volume as this can be very
taxing on a single pump system.
b. Additionally, AgXcel has tested other alternative pumps as back up pumps for
higher rates or alternative liquids
2. Banjo 1/2” full flow valve vs micro control valve
a. A micro control valve can only flow at 1.6 GPM whereas the Banjo can allow up
to 7.0 GPM
b. This is critical when you have high volume dry plants that can run at 5 ton per
minute
3. Wi-Fi Connectivity
a. Wi-Fi allows for up to 100ft of wireless connection. And additional Wi-Fi
extender kit can extend this range dramatically as the USB booster can be daisy
chained
b. Other methods such as a key fob, or Bluetooth to control their box which uses
radio transmission and has a range of about 32 feet
4. One module can run up to 3 system
a. GX20 single module can run up to 3 pumps system with the first system running
up to 6 products. One single control module can run 3 different systems and
system 1 can manage up to 6 different products with a single app on the Droid
Tablet
b. Similar systems can only run 1 product per box. Which means if you want to run
Titan and Nitrain you must buy 2 complete units with 2 different key fobs,
Bluetooth connectors. This forces the user to use separate control devices for
each product.
5. Auto Shut Valve - The GX20 uses an electronic ball valve to shut the flow off to the
applicator on the auger. This prevents drainage and continuous dripping into the auger.
It also allows for the system to stay primed by allowing the system to lose system
pressure. The valve closes when the batch is complete and maintains system pressure.
6. AgXcel Chem Hut – a complete chemical box that keeps the GX20 and treating liquid in
a heated hut. Comes with 80 gal dual tanks.
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